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Abstract

On the theory of small deformations of cylindrical
elastic shells

by Millard W. Johnson, Jr.

Submitted to the Department of Mathematics on

in partial fulfillment of the

requirements for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy.

A sequence of systems of equations for a small dis-
placement theory of circular cylindrical shells is developed
by starting with the linear three-dimensional equations of
elasticity in appropriate non-dimensional form and ex-
panding the dependent variables in terms of a small para-
meter. Each system can be integrated with respect to the
radial coordinate and the results used together with a
variational principle to obtain shell equations and appro-
priate boundary conditions. This is done for the first two
systems.

For the axially symmetric problem conventional equa-
tions and boundary conditions are obtained as the first
approximation. For the non-symmetric problem, Donnell's
equations and a modification of Love's boundary conditions
are obtained as the first approximation. Transverse shear
and normal stress effects enter in a systematic manner into
the higher order approximations.

Some explicit results are given for the axially
symmetric problem. The theory is compared with other theories.

Thesis Supervisor: Eric Reissner

Professor of MathematicsTitle:
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Introduction

In order to obtain equations for a theory of small deforma-

tions of elastic shells in a systematic manner, one ordinarily

begins with the equations of linear elasticity in three dimen-

sions and reduces them with the aid of appropriate assumptions

to a two-dimensional system. For convenience, the two-dimen-

sional coordinates are chosen on the middle surface of the shell.

The three-dimensional coordinate system is formed by adding a

coordinate giving the normal distance from the middle surface.

Thus, in order to obtain the system of equations which

were first given by Love ((1), Chapter XXIV) and are known as

Love's first approximation, the following assumptions are made.

() If fl and f2 are middle surface coordinates, the

normal coordirte, we assume that the displacement components

u1 ,u2 and w, corresponding to fl, f2, and directions

respectively, can be represented as a first approximation by

UZ, 7f,' T1 +
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(ii) The third of the above expressions implies the assumption

of vanishing normal strain,

(iii) Neglect 7/R in comparision with unity where R is the

radius of curvature.

(iv) Assume that the transverse shear strains vanish.

(v) Neglect the component of stress normal to the middle sur-

face, which is small compared with the other normal com-

ponents of stress, in the stress-strain relations.

A detailed description of Love's first approximation can be found

in [2].

The system of shell equations derived on the basis of the

above assumptions are usually regarded as satisfactory for thin

shells except for special problems where transverse shear and

normal effects may be important. Boundary conditions appropriate

to the system of equations are given by Love ([13, page 536). They

are four in number, being a statically equivalent combination of

the five conditions one might expect on physical grounds. These

five physically reasonable conditions can be obtained in theories

which take transverse effects qppropriately into account.

Another bothersome aspect of Love's first approximation is

that assumptions (ii) and (v) taken together are not consistent

as far as the three-dimensional equations are concerned.
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Various attempts to improve on Love's first approximation

by dropping some or all of the above assumptions are surveyed
*

in reference [2] . The theory given in [2] which is of most

interest to us here is due to the authors themselves. In-it

the only assumption made is an extended form of (i). They add

additional tems where appropriate involving higher powers of

, and by use Of the principle of minimum potential energy a

system of equations is obtained for the displacement functions

as Euler differential equations together with appropriate boundary

conditions. The five physically desirable conditions are ob-

tained imbedded in a greater number appropriate to the order of
**

the system

In reference [5] E. Reissner simplifies the above procedure

through use of a general variational principle for both stresses

and displacements formulated in [7]. The only assumptions made

are of the form (i) for displacement components together with

similar consistent assumptions for stress components. A system

of equations and appropriate boundary conditons are obtained b:

use of the general variational principle. In [5], the theory

For further discussion of these and other theories see [4] where
also additional refernces are given.
**

The reader is also referred to [3] where a systematic method is
used to take transverse effects into account without the use of a
variational principle. A system of equations is developed with the
possibility of satisfying five boundary conditions.
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is developed for the problem of axially symmetric deformations

of shells of revolution while in [6] it is extended by P.M.

Naghdi1 to the general deformation of arbitrary shells.

The above type of theory succeeds in the following ways

as pointed out in [2] and [5].

(1) Physically desirable boundary conditions can be obtained.

(2) By adding terms in the expressions for the displacement

and stress components involving higher powers of one

can obtain a sequence of more accurate theories.

(3) One can analyze effects associated not only with the bending

boundary layer of thickness VI but also with the boundary

layer of thickness h, where R is the radius of curvature

and h the thickness of the shell.

On the other hand, it appears to have the following draw-

backs.

(1) In order to obtain more accurate theories, as explained

above in (2), one must introduce higher moments of the

stresses which have no physical significance in the con-

ventional theory; and, in line with this,

(2. the systems of equations, associated with the more accurate

theories, become of higher order and, hence, presumably

more difficult to use.
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(3) Additional boundary conditions become necessary in the

more accurate theories which may not be ordinarily speci-

fied.

In this work we confine ourselves to a consideration of static

small deformations of a semi-infinite circular cylindrical shell

by stresses acting at the end. The method of attack is similar in

some respects to that used by K.O. Friedrichs ([8],[9]) in

analyzing the edge effect in the neighborhood of a free edge of

a flat plate.

Friedrichs divides stresses and displacements into an interior

system and an excess system. If 1 and f2 are middle sur-

face coordinates, I the normal coordinate, and h the thickness

of the plate, then with the interior system are associated vari-

ables 1 2 and }/h while with the excess system variables

1/h, 2/h and /h . Each system is expanded in terms of

powers of h and substituted into.the differential equations of

linear three-dimensional elasticity, i.e. three equilibrium

equations and six stress-strain relations, to obtain a succession

of systems of equations, each involving quantities of higher

accuracy. The interior system of lowest order corresponds to the

conventional plate results satisfying Kirchhoff boundary conditions

at the edge.
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The interior stresses do not satisfy the exact free edge

conditions of no stress. However, with the addition of the ex-

cess stresses, which vary rapidly within a boundary layer

of width h at the edge, the exact free edge conditions are

satisfied. Friedrichs proceeds in a step by step manner, using

first interior stresses to determine proper boundary conditions

for the excess stresses and then vice versa. The connection

between the two systems comes through their boundary conditions,

which must interact so as to satisfy the exact free edge condi-

tions for each power of h.

Like Friedrichs we here start with no assumptions except

that the displacements are small enough so that the linear equa-

tions of three dimensional elasticity can be used. These include

linear equilibrium and strain displacement relations and the

generalized Hooke's law. In the deformation of a cylindrical

shell it is indicated by the results of conventional shell theory

that due to the curvature of the middle surface there are boundary

layer phenomena with a length scale V3i in addition to phenomena

with a length scale h, where a is the radius and h the

thickness of the shell. The boundary layer wfh V/O is associated

with bending effects near the edge while the width h is

associated with St. Venant effects. We associate an interior

system of stresses and displacements with the length scale /~E



by non-dimensionalizing appropriately. The non-dimensional

stresses and displacements are expanded in powers of ? = h/2a.

When the expansions are substituted into the three-dimensional

differential equations, a sequence of systems of equations is

obtained. These systems can be integrated with respect to the

normal coordinate to obtain expressions for displacements and

stresses in form similar to assumption (i) above for each power

of

From here the development is similar in some respects to

that in [51 and [6], use being made of E. Reissner's general

variational theorem for stresses and displacements to obtain

appropriate systems of equations for the displacement and stress

functions together with appropriate boundary conditions. Systems

of differential equations are also obtained by use of the boundary

conditions on the surfaces = + I h and these are found to

agree with those obtained by the variational method. The excess

stress system is not here considered. Presumably, it could be

used to obtain boundary conditions after the manner of Friedrichs.

The development is divided into two parts. In Chapter I

we consider the axially symmetric problem in order to see where

we are going before taking up in Chapter II the more difficult non-

symmetric problem.



We assume a material with the normal to the middle surface

a preferred elastic direction (but with elastic symmetry about

the normal direction) in order to isolate in the formulae the

traneverse shear and normal effects.



Chapter I: Axially symmetric deformation

1. Non-dimensionalization. We consider axially symmetric

deformation of a semi-infinite cylindrical shell of constant

thickness. We start with the three-dimensional linearized equa-

tions for small deformations and with no body forces in cylindri-

cal coordinates. With the usual notation, illustrated in figure

1, the equilibrium equations take the following form

0' 0 ; + ,. ) P- 0 0

S(r,1 ) + (r & =0 f

f r l

(I.)

I1

UrfaceLa-middle s

fig.l: Stress (az a r , aQ, r z and displacement (u ,u,) components

and coordinates (r ,z) for axially symmetric deformation.

-4

01
_00
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If an orthotropic material is assumed with the direction

normal to the middle surface, the r -direction, an axis of elastic

symmetry, the stress-strain relations may be written as

Fve

UUr

0E- )

I

We assume that the deformation is due to a stress system

applied at the end of the shell which we place at z 0. Boundary

conditions will be discussed later.

We introduce dimensionless coordinates p and f by

.. P=k--a (1.3)

(/,2)

7
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and dimensionless parameters

= /z a

X and/i by

11 = ha ('.4)

Dimensions a and h are the radius and thickness respectively

(fig. 1) while b is a typical length in the z-direction to be

determined presently. In fact, the proper determination of b

is the crucial step of the non-dimensionalization. With (1.3)

and (1.4) the equilibrium equations (1.1) become

0+AYW T +f|L(1+k;/ "J = 0

+'ay) ,4 + ?[ +-A a f =0

Of interest here is the solution away from the St. Venant

boundary layer of width h at the edge of the shell. We shall

call this the interior solution. In order to obtain equations

appropriate for the interior solution, we non-dimensionalize so

that all derivative terms in (1.5) are of the same order in 7\

and so that the curvature term a is also of the same order

by setting

(i.s)



C
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= rs,

rr = . 0 ,

0= r So

= 3 -S-s,, I (1.6 )

and by relating the two parameters (1.4) as follows.

(I4.7)

We note that the stresses (1.6) agree insofar as the order in

7A is concerned with the results of conventional shell theory.

Introduction of (1.6) and (1.7) into (1.5) gives dimensionless

equilibrium equations of the following form.

(+ )S + a 12 ),)- S0 = 0

jy7o (1.8)

The quantity a, which has the dimensions of stress, is to

be determined from the boundary conditions so that the non-

dimensional variables are 0(1). This will be done when boundary

conditions are taken up.



Relation (1.7) determines the length scale in the z-direction

as b = ah . This is the length over which significant

changes of the interior stresses occur when the coordinate f

undergoes a unit change. Thus, the interior solution contains

the possibility of a boundary layer of thickness of order

ah near the end = 0 and can give results corresponding

to the conventional bending theory. However, we can not expect

the interior solution to be capable of representing effects

associated with a length scale h in the z-direction. In

particular, we can not, in general, expect the interior solution

to represent accurately the true stress distribution in the St.

Venant boundary layer near the end of the shell.

Let us next non-dimensionalize the stress-strain relations

(1.2). In order that the displacements agree in order of N

with conventional results, we set

Vr IV(1.9)V Ir a V J
wdch results in the following dimensionless stress-strain relations.



( I-' ) g
VL-

u
IP S -z S, + 5. , * s R 5

(-1)

(/- ;/a.) ,I"y s

V +74Lay

sz -,345, S,

=2; 0( 1 27 Sn Z

In (1.10) we have set

=2. G

Of particular interest are the following materials.

in = 0

) n = E/Et = 0

In = E/ Et = 1. 9n ='

no transverse shear strain

no transverse normal strain

isotropy

The factor (1 -j;2) is added in (1.9) in order to simplify

some succeeding formulae.

(I.//)An74 
f



ay' 7z - Sg Sr)f2 Se

+V- +.I +Af 2 If 1-wr

(1.12)

9 /(4+ R) S, = - [f( +. SZ

$((+2 )S4 [ (I i S") -h S,

2. Expansion with respect to small parameter. We assume

that for sufficiently small A all quantities in (1.12) can be

expanded at each point (,p ,) in a power series in X with

-15-

We next arrange equations (1.8) and (1.10) in the order

in which integration with respect to will be possible.



r
coefficients independent of N.

*

V = vO p, )+A,(y, +...

We are interested in the solution for small 'A and will

study in detail only the first two systems obtained by sub-

stituting (2.1) into (1.12) and equatIng coefficients of

0D and on both sides of the equations.

Expansions (2.1) are not expected to be convergent. However, we
expect that they are asymptotic in character. That is, if they are
terminated at some power of 7, we expect them to approach the
three-dimensional results as -+ 0.

-16-

(2-1)
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First system

a.p
dag -- O ~

af ^ w

Sao V ,+

So = 7) Vko +

a- . =

d$o

~sio

I

= _" S + s9o

(2.2)

v> a*
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Second system

+ S~~)

/-;.'

= V-Voi + v f

(> 
'v >

Ls psO)=

P(S,, fs,.,) = -

+ -54?
1-v S,.0

s,-o

f (se ty So)

(ss *f sn,) + s

ap

Sol

sti

(2.3)

VA3/

+am



Systems (2.2) and (2.3) can now be integrated with respect

to y in a step by step fashion since the right hand sides of

each equation are known functions of P at each step Intro-

ducing macroscopic displacement and stress functions V ro( f),

etc., system (2.2). can be integrated to obtain

VPv, 0 = .- 1)

Sio = V, t-V,' -

S= 14 + 9Ve -'4"

So, =~ ~ A t) ( V E"); +// '"Sezo 2.i(~(/~+z) /1/

5ro = ,f) (Vo + ' - )4)Y

+ 1 'J 2. W 32~~~ Tr.o 3 ,V#-P

(2.4)

(z.5)

It is clear from the form of (1.12) that this integration can also
be carried out in all higher order systems.

-1.9-



where primes indicate differentiation with respect to f
Expressions (2.4), when the proper equations and boundary condi-

tions are given for the macroscopic displacements Vro

and Vzo , are those obtained in the usual theory of thin shells.

Expressions (2.5) are not obtained in the usual theory which ig-

nores a r and -r z

Next, integration of (2.3) gives the following expressions.

vJ/ =

V, '4z4+TOJy+ ) VY.P

/ -- _, T_ - .. /
z -v ,z t I - V) V'.,, 6 (/ -- ) i- V"

_20-

.6)

V1
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=A- 1) ;.. l - ff + ~ iSro

(I-i)-

+ (-V)V,,f

Vt I I-V

r(-Y)
3I-)

k4 j

-P s,.,

+

+ - (Iiv)24 )2 ?/.-nj
6 ( i--.i) Vo P

= S=i (t) -[l+e"]f

+10-1M' ri " . , ,i

'"44V"-21) -- T">V r
/Z(/ ,), nO

S'

V //
go jfl

= .+/"
S,'

(h+ )$.-2 /r, T "
+ (-.') V Y (z.~)

+ 7'.7Y

-- 1

O f IL -O-Y n .

+k - "' //

-"+/7r -

+[ -: " -I- fv+

+[-n V, - 0,

VA01/3
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condition3 f te" -arsoi qutie V ,. V,,) , +etz.

W nt s Jn fv n t, ((-2 (+2.)av g 6

+2v'-9r Vr 11 ZZL" -.*InJU23

AJVrx. V -ty~ (2.6)
,f~ ~o 60(1"

We next wish to obtain di"fferential equations and boundary

conditions for the macroscopic quantities V ,o V zo, etc.

When these quantities have been obtained, (2.4t), (2.5) and (2.6)

enable us to calculate the microscopic stresses s and displace-

ments v of the first two approximations. The differential

equations can be obtained most easily as necessary conditions for

the satisfaction of boundary conditions at = 1 and are

discussed next. They are verified later by a variational procedure.
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2. Equations for mAzroscopic quantities. Let us assume that

the surfaces r a + h/2 are stress free.

(3.1)

In terms of dimensionless stresses (3.1) becomes

Sj. = Se I (3.Z)

Considering the expansion (2.1) in powers of ?, we replace (3.2)

by the following conditions.

Sek = Sk-R = 0 , A 7O (3.3)

In order that the stresses given by (2.5) and (2.6) satisfy

(3.3) for k = 0,1, it is necessary (and sufficient) that the

following conditions hold.

We can consider infinitely differentiable surface stresses on

+ 1 within the framework of the present theory, but do not
because of the increase in complexity of the resulting equations
and because nothing is added concerning the nature of the boundary
layer which is here of primary interest. The effects of surface
stress can be accounted for by a Fourier integral solution. The resi-
dual end stresses can then be removed by superposition of a solution
like the present with vanishing surface stresses. This method remains
applicable even when the surface stresses are not infinitely
differentiable.

Y = 1 /:

Y= /:



First approximation

Vio V 
72V

5,.e

Second approximation

Vv ;;+1,0

= 0

a4~iv

(/+ )z4 --2 V 1 T . M"
& ~ V ] b1-) O

3(-) V(. ,(1'T' SV III
rio

+1,

(3.4)

=-1 V' I

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.7)

I-)'
SY /

kD

(Uv)'4-2 vZ~.JJ
I-vJ Vn'e v

V,., + s V, ~sv;,1

+5-- I

+ ,) (',

T.

0- v 27'70

+L[I+

+ (->+-

(3. 1)= 0



+L 2I - V) TT1

+2 X.-"/)
z ( 1--W/)

S/I I - Z'
/Z O -Y)

(V+f V21 V/

-(I
z- I - /

z(I ;-)
S I

kO
/POO

V4.
'Selo,

12. Oi-i)

The above relations for the second approximation can be

simplified by usiig the relations for the first approximation

appropriately,

V + Al

V..(4ZSV;-I40]-% //
30 (1- V)JV010

-A,|y"+f k-v'

II ~I i I U

'" +Tz*

L V~l+ VO*
(2 -w43)4 - .vX,.7

i-v, 0

VI
'-V2-) 

- ~/*4,

ZV,"

( 3.i)

(3.11)

(3.iz

(3.13)

(3s.i4)

- I v

I

0 1 -2 V)
V6 0- v) ] 0

+v ++
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For most purposes expressions (3.12) through (3.15) would seem

the most convenient form. It is possible to simplify expressions

(2.5) and (2.6) in a similar manner but this will not be done here.

Expressions (3.4) and (3.5) are two ordinary differential

-equations with constant coefficients for V and V . Theirzo . ro
solution can be found by elementary means (see section 8). In

fact, these equations are equivalent to the conventional ones

for symmetrical deformation of thin cylindrical shells. After

solving these equations subject to suitable boundary conditions

at i =0 and f= 0 ,we can find S and S byirzo ro

(3.6) and (3.7), and then the microscopic displacements and stresses

are given by (2.4) and (2.5).

Once the first approximation is known, we can calculate the

right side of (3.12) and (3.13). The left sides are of the same

form as (3.4) and (3.5). Therefore, these equations can be solved

(for instance, by means of the method of variation of parameters)

and the microscopic quantities of the second approximation

determined by (2.6) with .S and S given by (3.14) andrzl r

(3.15).

It is apparent from the nature of perturbation type solutions

that at the k-,-+st approximation one must solve the system

y'" + V = Gt

3 k+ ik'4 / (3.16)
= H4



where Gk and Hk are known from previous approximations. Thus,

one can procede, in theory anyway, to obtain any desired degree

of approximation, since we know that the solution of (3.16) can

be obtained by elementary means.

We must still formulate suitable boundary conditions at

= 0 and = . Even though these conditions are fairly

apparent for the axially symmetric problem, we choose to obtain

them in a rigorous manner through use of a variational principle.

This method is needed for the problem of non-symmetric deforma-

tion and we wish to see how it goes in a simpler problem as a

guide. Also, it will at the same time reveal a few other interest-

ing results. Before going to the variational principle we discuss

the nature of the boundary conditions.

4. End conditions. We assume that the following boundary

conditions are given at z 0 and z = 0

'Z=O : (P t=2 f) (4.1)

CO: (4.2)

where and are given functions. We non-dimensionalize

by setting

-27-
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and by using

to (4.1) and

(1.6). Then, non-dimensional relations corresponding

(4.2) are

S~ ~(p), Sgkj Y (f)
('4.4)

s = sk a= 0

Within the framework of the present theory we can replace

F and Trz in (4.4 ) by any statically equivalent system of

loading as this will have the same effect upon the interior solu-

tion outside of the St. Venant boundary layer. This will be done

in a way which seems natural and at the same time considerably

simplifies the variational procedure to follow.

We first discuss the conventional stress resultants and

couple associated with the z-direction which are defined as

follows.

N - -a-

/a,

QZ 71.

a)dr
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Similar quantities, N and M , associated with the 9-direction

are also defined but these are of no interest to us here. Ex-

pressions (4.6) are non-dimensionalized using (1.3) and (1.6)

to obtain

N.=ua a L 7.I

Qit

AlI

= ,' 31z.

2 a, +...]

+ 2 /4,, +..7

/v2 0 =L SgD ' Al+j dy,

M,O sop d ,
M=L szofd Q,= / (sr, +P s, .0 ) . .

where

(4.7)

,..*

(4. )

MZ1



Applied stress resultants and end moment are given by

3+4'

=L,~i~011 fd

AAi,
f d

Let us replace end conditions (4.4) by

=0 : s,= ,

I I
-'I

(4.9)

where

(y) (4.10)

T f

-a A 3/zf 1 -,



I / - . + .Mg.

Sz ~ 4 ;2+ 0A .a z +2 0--2

S% =

Substitution of and from (4.11) for and inSbtzrz z grg
(4.9) shows that these two sets of end loadings are indeed

statically equivalent.

We are now in a position to specify a. With end stresses

at f = 0 given by (a y ) and at f = * by (4.5), any solution

can be considered as the result of superposing solutions to three

problems with conditions (4.5) at M = and with quantities in

(4.9) taken as follows.

() m given, = Q = 0

(ii) Mf 3iven, 1V = 0 (11.1z)

Q(,O give?, V =M 0

In order that and z be 0(1) we specify a in the

following manner.



-J
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(ii) - = 7 (z) r= a', (4.13)

With (4.13) we can write (4.11) as

I

1+2f

5s

where

(i) ~i5=I)
(4.1s)

(ii) - = /

Let us assume the surfaces ? = + 1 stress free and the

end conditions at f = 0 given by (4.5). For statical equilibrium

of the entire shell we set Ri = 0 and replace (4.14) by

35=-~T& Sa= + ,?'1

are still given by (4.15).where m and

7

Sr
~3

(4.,')

(W A-= z

- -3 '.
2 +AO

777j = 7, = U , i) al=| I ,=

777
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In conventional shell theory microscopic end conditions

(4.1) and (4.2) are replaced by

A12r 7

(4.17)

-0

where MTz and T are given by (4.9) and where there

surface loading. In terms of quantities defined by (4.7),

(4.8) and (4-.15), (4.17) can be replaced by the following con-

ditions on each approximation.

f=o: NHo=

Ni k

1=w 1Vu

0 , Mo 7nz

=Mzk =QOak= fr1k~~ =

QID

(4-1)

0, k

Let us now see how conditions (4.18) can be obtained from assumptions

and (4.16) by the variational approach.

is no

,

7

'I = 03

qz%

0 !

(4.5)., (4.10),2



5. Application of variational principle. We make use of

a variational theorem proven in reference [7]. For the present

problem the expression to be Varied becomes

'a a-a

It can be shown by the usual methods of the variational calculus

that for (5.1) to take on a stationary value it is necessary for

equations (1.1) and (1.2) to be satisfied. In addition, if all

variations are considered to be arbitrary on the boundaries, the

following natural boundary conditions are necessarily satisfied.

== , =o G(

2 w; ' = fr), = 0 2 2 f (

= 0



Note that the equation SI = 0 is equivalent to the complete

system of differential equations and boundary conditions of the

given problem.

We wish to see, by use of the variational method, in what

sense the interior problem, in the form of a power series in X,

corresponds to the three dimensional problem given by (1.1),

(1.2) and (5.2). First, let us non-dimensionalize (5.1) by making

use of (1d3), (1.6) and (4.3). We further assume dimensionless

edge stresses in the form (4.16). The result is

Next, expand s and v in powers of as in (2.1)

and write I as a power series in a.



+ q , +(..

Expansion ( 5 .4 ) must probably be considered valid in an asymptotic

sense for small N~

f 40r/-T =0 -,r_ V

. The quantities

4,o + VP'0 S40

I L IFI

I
0

and I are given by

f Vg

( o -ASI

+Lk O 0-2)v9,7 "c

( se, -~ 'P, ") +/

da f

a2r

Sao

- I

t- s, s,,)

4'P- VV 5,9j

-F a f s-51s
15Sg -f

- , Sr,(S.o+S24) + (i+V)I, 1

f =0

+f/

v, 2Vzo

dpd"'

(S5s)

s2o]J dy d t

(5:6)
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I & ''? [.0 (Ys4)
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=f AV I avep + VPj 900
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ska Io p jep)
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As a first approximation we assume that

(i-=Z )rd 3 T (s0, ve) (7

and that SI = 0 is approximated by SI = 0. We further assume

that 0 and v0  are given by expressions (2.4) and (2.5). Then,

since the differential equations (1.1) and (1.2) are satisfied

identically to the order of the first approximation (i.e. equa-

tions(2.2) satisfied identically), 8Io = 0 should give results

such that the boundary conditions (5.2) are approximated to the

same order. Making use of (2.2), I0 can be written more briefly

as follows.

Next, we substitute from (2.4) into (5.8) and perform the

integrations with respect to

Note that in assuming o and V given by (2.4 )and (2.5) we do
not identically satisfy boundary conditions on = + 1.
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V,=2- -+2 -.J V, ,/+ ( V,'1)1 +_L(V,1)2]dt

After integratin by parts, the variation of I becomes
0

8Io.ff[Vro~V +- -VZ

+2j4+0 TAl4~ +#vg:;vr ]
-+ 2[v",+(V, + z' + ("c g V'

As Euler differential equations we obtain (3.4) and (c)

which were shown to be necessary for the satisfaction of boundary

conditions at = + 1. However, the variational method does not

give expressions for 8rz and S rc as were previously given

by (3.6) and (3.7). In this way in the first approximation the

transverse stresses srz and sr as given by (2.5) are



incompletely determined. This agrees with the philosophy of

conventional shell theory.

Natural boundary conditions are as follows.

;v, # - V 0, V 4=o, V4W01o

It will be shown later that conditions (5.12) agree with (4.18).

The first approximation as represented by differential equa-

tions (3.4) and (3.5), boundary conditions (5.11) and (5.12), and

the relations (2.4) and (2.5) are equivalent to the conventional

theory of axially symmetric deformation as presented in references

[1], [11] or [12]. Note that the equations and boundary conditions

of the first approximation do not involve the transverse elastic

parameters In' 7)n and E/Et, so that one can obtain the same

results by assuming any values for these parameters. In particular,

one can choose them so as to have no transverse shear or normal

deformation as is done in the conventional theory. Transverse

effects enter only into the higher approximations. It is important

that these facts here are obtained as results rather than entering

as basic assumptions as they do in conventional shell theory.
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6. Second approximation. As a second approximation assume

that

L='23hI (6.1)

Then, SI 0 is approximated by

Sfi[.Toj 0 (6.2)

We wish equation (6.2) to be true identically in N which implies

that 61 and 1 must vanish separately.

8 IT (s, ,v,) = 0 (6.3)

SI, (SOO; s, v,) = 0 (6.4)

Quantities of both first and second order are to be varied

independently in (6.3) and (6.4). The results of (6.3) have been

investigated in the preceding section. The consequences of (6.4)

must be compatible with those of (6.3) in order that the whole

procedure make sense.

We assume s0 and v0 given by (2.4) and (2.5) and s

and v, given by (2.6) so that system (1.12) is satisfied



up to the order of the second approximation. The

systems (2.2) and (2.3) are satisfied identically and can be

to simplify expression (5.6) for I .

11f=f'[wf VP-O *2Ve 13

~2 (a fo)z
-rn-I-

2.

+ I -
+

VrP

+3

~1'~ 271
SI20 d f .

I7
Now, substituting from (2.4 ), (2.5) and (2.6) and performing

the integrations with respect to gives, after some integrations

by parts to shorten the result,

2T70V, + 2 V-o1'V I2~+z~

used

+I) a V)V+avs, a tI

(6.'S)

/W

+2+3 S 2

identically

=0

C/4.0p77j v.P Vjj (I - 4.P 29 ;-/

TTII (if
Vk-V V.VI +1 'Y

Z1V/ J/

', I"0 Vep
'z Zj+
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74 - 2. X"+3 O -V)

+2 X"
3(-v)

vZOVi

sea 0v4k

;; 1A,,,2 rw

LO++ 1( I-- )

- V

1

- /
3 0. -Y)

ro VroIt~

Z"
5 p1io

+
iO(iwiJ)

+ O- I u ' V r /

S 1 -
0

After integration by parts, the variation of

I-.;,

~1 Vo V

(6-6)

I becomes

(. /) +

-- +
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The Euler equations are

+V~rfVro

+ i/el

- Vr,'"'

30.-71~)

+ ' (-Zo )

- ~2L
I-v

(67)

(6.8)

(.9)

(6.10)

/ 1elill

(/+ 1+14 -_ _r__
T r' + ( , -) N-W.0

+V/ ' li) +- 0 - Iel (v0-w +3 v = 0

+81-il

37.l

I

vj'0

v., T - vk,

I i (6.H )

(6.12)

+fS V,, 5A

=0

I -+ -VEIg f

L) ;"



Equations (6.8) and (6.9) agree, as they must, with the

Euler equations of the first approximation. In addition, the

second approximation fully determines srzo (so that boundary

condition srz = 0 on]+ 1 satisfied) by giving formula (6.10)

for Srzo . We note that (6.10) agrees with (3.6). Using

(6.8), (6.9) and (6.10) equations (6.11) and (6.12) can be trans-

formed to agree with (3.12) and (3.13). The variational method

still says nothing up to this point about Sro or about Srzl

and Srl

In order to obtain natural boundary conditions which approxi-

mate (5.2) to the degree of accuracy of the second approximation,

we consider that all variations are arbitrary at the ends f = 0, 0.

The results are then as follows at = 0.

- v, + -=.is)

b~r- 3.1  +(I2/) Vro + 7T) 3#jg

3 /C~I(I-V e
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S1, 0: 2-dVl +zV,,j'* ( 3(1-i) -/Vr,

24-SI - B,
= 0

z I 4
SV/o

+ 7X;7):. v

I.V(1-9)

voo - 3 (1-'

~ T ) #%'jo +oy)

+-i4+2.Ta -
0 7() m --

[v f

LV)I 4 vo]

1141'

(6.17)

=-o

=-oIa

(6.'s)

(6.I )

(6.zz)
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The end conditions at = v are the same as above with

m q =0.z z

Conditions (6.13), (6.14) and (6.15) are the same as the

conditions obtained in the first approximation, (5.12). Condi-

tions (6.16), (6.17) and (6.18) are appropriate for the m&cro-

scopic displacements Vri and VZ1. It would seem that we are

left with five extra conditions, (6.19) through (6.23),except

that thieeconditions add nothing new. With Srzo given by (6.10),

condition (6.19) is the same as (6.13). Condition (6.20) is the

same as (6.15). Condition (6.21) is satisfied identically by

solutions satisfying differential equation (6.9). Condition (6.22)

is identical with (6.14), and, finally, (6.23) is the same as

(6.15).

Conditions (6.16), (6.17) and (6.18) can be simplified by

employing the equations and end conditions of the first approxi-

mation. The results are

0 [I + -

(l~94 f (i- 1I iJ (&.Z4)

plus conditions at f = 2 the same with m = 0.



7. End conditions in terms of stress resultants and couple.

We wish first to relate stress resultnts and couples defined by

(4.6), (4.7) and (4.8) to the macroscopic displacements V 0 ,

V ro etc. The results will be macroscopic stress-displacement

relations which are of some interest in themselves. Substituting

from (2.4), (2.5) and (2.6) into (4.8), performing the inte-

grations with respect to j , and simplifying the results by use

of (3.4) through (3.7) and (3.10), we obtain

A/ o z~v+v
(7.1)

M,f =43 V , Q2 = Vr

M - 4 14(-o +4 EV ( + V)zz

Q VIS



0=o: Ne=O 0,

Y=: N =

= Ma,

Mto= ma~2

MV 0 ,

MOO QR 0

We note that (7.3) agrees with (4.18) which is as it should be.

it seems reason'ble to expect that the conditions given by (4.18)

for higher approximations are also correct.

8. A solution. To illustrate use of the theory we solve

the equations of the first and second approximation and obtain a

few interesting formulae. For convenience we repeat the govern-

ing system of differential equations, (3.4), (3.5),(3.12) and (3.13).

(7.3)

0

= 0

Making use of (7.1) and (7.2) we can write the end condi-

tions obtained by use of the variational method, (5.11), (5.12)

and (6.24 ), in terms of stress resultants and couples as follows.



// + re / = V

3 i r 0 G +.1 Vo 0

~~~Vk; =/j 0+2
6 (-' 71

#~y1; f#' +S >

Let us assume that end moment MFz

= 0. This is problem (ii)

(1S- ]v') JV// (>.4)

is specified and that

of sectrin 4, for which the edge

conditions (5.11), (5.12) and (6.24) become

= 0

2

3 Ve'

3 Vel

V / = 0

V/4 =

-3

-50-

= 0

(8.1)

(9.z)

I

v'r//-rD)04

(9,7)

(to )
v I/

4~o +-P

-.. V"

(H 2$.

+ jh0++V)

0- 9

V,F+ V,,

V] Vr
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f v Vr 0

= 0

2~ V//"

Integrating equations

-

I/W il 0

2
3

(8.14)

(0- 9-d) + AIT,, 0+-)

(8.1) and using end conditions (8.-)

and (8.9), we obtain

v IVia = -V ~Vro (. 13)

which, upon substitution into (8.2), enables us to write the

following differential equation for Vro*

Equations (8.13) and (8.14) are the usual form of the overn-
ing equations of thin shell theory. (see [111, 391-392.

(s. )

(1.10)

(g. 11)

via

v I/eo

-) 70 + vjj'

.- A All

vro

vrvl

V]
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+ 3 (1-12) /,

The general solution of (8.14) is given by

Vo(f) &; '[A COs& # Yt SI? k .

where A and B are to be determined from the boundary condi-

tions and where

1' -j (g. Ib)

Satisfaction of (8.6) and (8.10) yields

Vro(~2.

Integrating (8.3)

e-x f COS kc -

nd using conditions (8.10) and

to eliminate the constant of integration, we obtain

--VI'L 6 0- V

Note that condition (8.7)

of (8.6). We use

3 U

is satisfied by

(8.18) to eliminate

=512

Vl

(8.18) if we make

from (8.4).

2+?

iV) v /Ce I(cos kf. *

= 0 (RIf)

(-s.

(8.11)

(8. 1i)

use

= .2.) pi-or, +.3 (1*
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The solution of the homogeneous part of (8.19) is of the same

form as (8.15). A particular solution is obtained by the method

of undetermined coefficients. Then, the complete solution satis-

fying conditions (8.8) and (8.12) is given by

Vn (f) = e~k f[A cos xf +8 sin A f]Ce'-f

where

= + I 3-&) V

-| (I+'W)I,

We can obtain V and Vzl by substituting

(8.20) into (8.13) and (8.18) and integrating. The constants of

integration, representing rigid body displacement;

equal to zero,

can be set

and we get

ke "t Sin le

y'I (f)= I e~e kfVA (cos it - sin t)+V (cos k f

+Ak + c JCOs f (

sin 7f (S.zo)

* (9.7z1)

(8.17) and

(S.zz)

+ Sink*)

(0- V 2) C = 6-3 0 1. v ).r + (+6-)

* -to;Coc ief a$23)& (ikt)+ Cos



With expressions (8.17), (8.20), (8.22) and (8.23) for

the macroscopic displacements, we can calculate, if we wish,

dimensionless microscopic stresses and displacements with (2.4),

(2.5) and (2.6) where S , etc., are given by formulae in

section 3. True stresses and displacements can be obtained by

use of (1.6), (1.9) and (2.1). We can also obtain stress re-

sultants and moments with formulae (4.6) together with similar

formulae for N. and M.. The quantity O-' is given by formula

(ii) of (4.13).

010 Mz (tz4)

As examples of the use of the solution presented in this

section, we give the results of two simple calculations

We may define an effective angle of rotation 0 of the

end z =0 by

-+ (zrra MW)e = styRin energy of SAeI (9.zs-)

Upon carrying out the calculation of the strain energy up to

contributions of order X , we obtain

--
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z 2/ 3 Mrr
I0OGt /0~ e 1f

As- X -* 0 (8.26) reduces to the conventional result for the end

rotation.

For isotropy, (8.26) can be written in the following form.

+| k Ma (9.z7)

We see that with the inclusion of effects of order X91, formula

(8.27) predicts a larger angle of rotation than does the con-

ventional result.

Another formula, giving a measure of the change of thickness

of the shell at the end, is

A. ?0 ,0

'7)

- yi(,~a)'MRf (0-zs)

We note that transverse effects enter into (8.28) only through

the parameter -) wm

9. IV)

a

N~~ it E3u

which seems right.



The results of this section include the contribution only

of the interior solution. If, besides W and ~ = 0,z z z

further information about the distribution of end stresses is

known, it may be possible to calculate some of the excess solu-

tion (see introduction) which is important in the St. Venant

boundary layer and to add its contribution.

The above results are given merely as illustrations of

the use of the theory. More complete results would include the

following calculations.

1. The solution of the problem with Qz given at the

end (problem (iii), section 4). By use of the principle of

superposition relations (8.27) and (8.28) could then be replaced

by relations of the form

'4 + %J., -f C -

(9.2)

= CUP f, +i -f C, I Z,'

The influence coefficients cOm and cm are already given in

(8.27) and (8.28).

2. An analysis of the effects of the excess solution.

3. A comparison of the results with those obtained from

previous theories, such as are given in [5] and [6].



Chapter II: Non-symmetric deformation

1. Non-dimensionalization. Consider the deformation of a

semi-infinite circular cylindrical shell of constant thickness

by a non-symmetric loading at the end of the shell, z = 0.

With the usual notation (Fig. 2) the three-dimensional equa-

tions of linear elasticity in cylindrical coordinates are as

follows. The equilibrium equations are

middle u fc

Fig. 2: Stress (0 O'zz'- 2 2zq) and displacement

(ur ,u,uz) components and coordinates (r ,,z) for general

deformation.
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As in the axially symmetric problem we introduce di-

mensionless coordinates f

and dimensionless parameters

A~h/,a

and f by

b

and n0/4 by

A
We now also introduce a length c in the 9-direction,

angular coordinate 0, and a new dimensionless parameter

7 j= C/a

The introduction of (1.3), (1.4) and (1.5) into the

equilibrium equations (1.1) gives

I

2%.]

a 4- +4dLJ~~

I
1-I

~'+~y) ~ij.a4I

+ -o0

(1.3)

a new

by

(L s)

V? 1(+,,f

1 I

= A?
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In order to obtain equations appropriate to the interior

solution, we identify the length b in the Z-direction with

the boundary width as was done in the axially symmetric

problem. This is accomplished by non-dimensionalizing stresses

so that all terms in (1.6) containing derivatives with respect

to f and f are of the same order in X and so that the

curvature term is also of the same order in N. This

can be done by setting

oi= crSz %= o-S
)

(1.7)I7 .

0 6.

and by taking the parameter 7 as

(04 )

The quantity 0" will be discussed later.

With ~(1.7) and (1.8), (1.6) yields the following dimen-

sionless equilibrium equations.

01"0

_T

14 = VT
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0,A)S + + 4)A)gr $O

Si a

The length c is to be identified with the length scale

of the end loading in the 9-direction through the choice of the

parameter . For instance, setting = 0 reduces (1.7)

and (1.9) to the proper forms for axially symmetric deformations

as it should.

In order that the stresses (1.7) agree in order of ?

with conventional results, we consider the theory which re-

sults from taking

(I.io)

With assumption (1.10), c is taken as c , the

same as the length scale in the z-direction. Thus, when the length

scale of the end loading is different from ah, this theory

gives results which may be innacurate due to the fact that

terms no longer enter the equations in the proper order in ?.

When the length scale of the end loading is shorter than

this would not seem important in the present theory, since

the effect on the interior solution would be confined to a boundary

layer near the end of thickness much smaller than where



U9 =VT(-2hi--f V ,

Introducing (1.11) together with (1.3), (1.4) and (1.7) into

(1.2), we obtain the following non-dimensional stress-strain

relations

(i. )

we do not require the interior solution to represent accurately

the true state of affairs anyway.

However, when the length scale of the end loading is

greater than ah7 , the interior solution obtained by use

of the present theory may be innaccurate for a region associated

with the length scale . An investigation of the theory

which results from taking Y = 1 and c = a is therefore in

order for its own sake and to determine the extent of appli-

cability of the present theory. We do not pursue this question

further here but go on to obtain the theory following from

assumption (1.10).

Let us next non-dimensionalize the displacements so as to

agree in order of X with conventional results.
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Next, we arrange equations (1.9), and (1.1.) in the

in which integration with respect to j will be possible.
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I.= I...','

We VP VW~r,

I-',

7
__J

I

dl

- ---- A

(1.14)

+2 Yk-jC, 4. a )
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2. Expansion with respect to small parameter. We assume

that all quantities in (1.1) can be expanded at each point

(y, #, ,) in a power series in ? as follows.

I (2.1)
V V0(,4,) + A V, (!)$,) +

We are interested in the solution for small N and will be

concerned only with the first two systems obtained by sub-

stituting (2.1) into (1.14) and equating coefficients of like

powers of X on both sides of the equations,

First system.

af

4) z

0

- VP0 (Z.2)

S _ Vro
&f P
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+ Vro 1#i)
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+ VP40
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Second system
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- =-j* I

L =r --

=- Vo+
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r dVe,L ~
(s-~~' -,'y
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+ .+
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Set

Skeo
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Systems (2.2) and (2.3) can now be integrated with respect

to p in the same manner as was done in the axially symmetric

problem . To do this we introduce macroscopic functions

Vr 0(, ), etc. and make use of a comma notation to indicate

partial differentiation, i.e. Vr 2 2' J 1

From the first system we obtain

Ve = , p Vro,+

(2.4)

seo +( v")~,t +-1D)

It is again clear from the form of (1.14) that the integration
can be carried out in all higher systems.
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f V,,] AT4Oe.

Jo

I

490 , 4a

s+ - .,

V,,4 + , , ~fyz

+ .o +Ve

- '62 ef3

where

)20" +( ),fL (Z. 6)

The second system yields

Veo (.' , + V

(Z. S)

Vi, t

J

+ .) 0,-

0- W) vool ta.

41' x

-wit
(2-7)

+ V ,,

vi'l = V*, (f #)
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We note that expressions (2.4 ), with the macroscopic

quantities properly given, agree with what is obtained in

usual shell theory. Expressions (2.5) and (2.7) are new.

3. Equations for macroscopic quantities. As in the axially

symmetric problem we obtain equations for the macroscopic

quantities by satisfying boundary conditions on j= + 1. They

will later be found to agree with the results of the variational

procedure.

We assume that the surfaces r = a + h/2 are free of

stress,

r=a k2: zea ?;0 a'=O (3.1)

or, in terms of dimensionless quantities,

= 1 Te y -, = U- =O 2)

We replace conditions (3.2) by the following conditions on each

approximation.

y= / Sr, Sk S&A = o k 71

In order that the stresses given by (2.5) satisfy (3.3) with

k= 0 it is necessary (and sufficient) that the following

relations hold.
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1 (1+4)VO,, +(4-4 ) Tio,#i + VZ?, + -LI ,,,

+ ao

ro ~

'5reo=

AVa ,# + -- 6

A Vo, #

5r=- ~A[Vo,+ V1 ,,]

Using (3.7) we can eliminate SQ and Sr zo from (3.6)

obtain

I
3 LI Vo + Vro

(3.4)

+ WoO = 0

(3.6)

to

=-o (3. R)

I
to -j -1 (1- -o) ,9 0 + V,907

e,67 ~ 0-"%Ov

+ ->1V, Of-/-ve0, #



Equations (3.4), (3.5) and (3.8) are a system of three

partial differential equations with constant coefficients for

' and V.. It will be shown in the next section that

they are the non-dimensional versions of Donnell's equations

[13] in the conventional theory of thin shells. Their solu-

tions can be found by elementary means and have been discussed

by several authors . After a solution is found subject to

suitable boundary conditions at f = 0, & , we can find

S 9 and S by (3.7) and then find the microscopic

.displacements and stresses, vo and so, by use of (2.4) and

(2.5).

Satisfactioncf (3.3) with k=l by (2.7) yields

+ Vl -+)e+'/n->n ($->(+)-

V917t 2- 11# V1 n

+L hI ~i/JV + (3 O I- iz ( A. W

+17, -1/6 9

For references see [4] and [14].
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1 )A + Vv, , (
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%,,tz

2n-4
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->3,,+ (u+ )1+ 2(,-)

SI'-9'
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/-/ v
Vao,

41,

(3.1 3)

I
'Ow7-

v- -L 74) ve.,l+

49j,4,07

+ ;4+ v,

(1.14)
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Equation (3.9) can be simplified by substituting Srzo

and S ro from (3.7) and thm using (3.4) to eliminate

v zo' 2 from the result.

____,,_ A(1+2JV4I
I

+IL

In a similar manner, using (3.7) and (3.5), equation (3.10) can

be written as

1+"/
-2:-- T4,~.

2 ( I-V)
I'] Vro, giz

(3.")

L

(.16)..-l - V&Oj12. WMJ] Ad[Vjo, t# 4

V0, 17 + 'zvj ,'a I - Vgt- 4p Vpj

orV ' 07 1 V,,It*Zf (,[ I

[-- + (lv)-T0]'d[v.,&v,. V.. Oz

A Vp-v, # + 6
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Using expressions (3.7), (3.12) and (3.13) we can eliminate

the macroscopic stress quantities from (3.11). If, furthermore,

we use (3.8) to eliminate A and (3.4) and (3.5) to

eliminate " ,3 3 and V90 .03 , we obtain the following more

simple expression.

AsVI + v1 + 40) + a -)

=L Z1vjVkLt30 (1- -a)

System (3.15), (3.16) and (3.17) are three partial differ-

ential equations for the macroscopic displacements V2, Vrl' V91.
The right sides are given by the first approximation. Once the

solution is found, we can determine Srzl' Sr 1  and Srl with

(3.12), (3.13) and (3.14) and then determine microscopic dis-

placements and stresses with (2.7).

We note that the left sides of the equations of the second

approximation are the same as in the first approximation. In

fact, it is apparent that the k+lst system of equations for

macroscopic displacements is of the form
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2- * ,Yk + VO* tZ+ Vk,4, + k (

# A2 IA +Vk + VO*, Vl

where Gk, Hk and Jk are given in terms of macroscopic dis-

placement functions of preceding approximations. It is in-

teresting that system (3.18) takes the form of dimensionless

Donnell's equations with surface loading terms.

Before going to a variational formulation of the problem,

we take up some other topics.

4. Donnell's equations. L.H. Donnell [13] has derlred

a system of equations to analyze the stability of cylindrical

shells by an order of magnitude consideration of the theory

given by Love [1]. The linearized Donnell system ([133,

equations (8)) can be written as follows,

aI-k 4 'y -a -' 3Te . 3U'- 0
as Za36a all 2a aDo a a

_Z _ a 
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where (UZJU9,Ur) is the displacement vector of

surface and the other quantities are the same as

Non-dimensionalizing (4.1) in the manner of

+VD4+I#t Vr>

3 AL -Vr+VPr ++ 7 I47

the middle

here.

section 1 gives

-o

(4.Z)

With the dimensionless middle surface displacement (Vz' V' Vr)

identified with (V zoVg Vro), system (4.2) agrees with the

system for the first approximation, (3.4), (3.5) and (3.8).

Therefore, it seems that, when stresses and displacements

are taken with the order in N given by (1.7) with = /

and (1.11) (which are the same orders as in conventional theory),

the correct asymptotic limit for small X of the three-

dimensional equations is given by Donnell's equations.

.In this regard we mention the equations developed by W.

Fldgge [10] on the basis of Love's theory [1] (see also [11]

and [12]). These equations contain terms in addition to those

present in Donnell's equationsand are much more difficult to solve.

On the basis of the present results it appears that these addi-

tional terms are of the same order as neglected terms arising

from transverse effects and should not be included in a first
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approximation.

The superfluity of these terms has been demonstrated by

a numerical comparison of results obtained by use of Flilgge's

and Donnell's equations by N.J. Hdff 14]. Hoff shows that

for all end loadings of interest here and for a practical range

of values of X the results of the two systems of equations

agree satisfactorily for most engineering purposes. The agreement

is satisfactory except in the case of pure bending which does

not interest, us here.

5. End conditions. Conventional stress resultants and

couples are defined by

M+ (r- a) d

dQi,

Me, A/f 41d
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Similar quantities associated with the 9-direction are also

defined, but these do not interest us here.

With the aid of dimensionless quantitites defined in

section 1, we can write (5.1) in dimensionless form as follows.

, a ' + At +.)

M.,=go aa+ +

Here
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f 
I

MOj

Nl, =O

SJOf d

,o 10 d

7

Ma,Sf d

M1 =

Mil= (se, +fS, )dj,

, Q,,= f(s ,+ A sO)

AlDii

M,,,=(s,,,I1 s,,,

@00

dea

4, 6e*

lie

f 1~f, I..

Now, assume that the following boundary conditions are

given at z = 0 and

z = : = p-.(
, '

= ?*4 a

2,= , ),

= 0

Let us introduce dimensionless end stresses by setting

(.S3)

z = 0, .

(S4)

(55)

dj

S,,,+ ISo,,) df

-F'0, rko

= S,. ?;,=W VT = O-Spi,
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Then, non-dimensional end conditions corresponding to (5.4) and

(5.5) are

# = 0 . Sa = Sa (J,) ), S= P?(f,9), So' =T (f, 0)

5 E = S~..Z! = 0)

In addition, we assume that the surfaces r = a -+ h/2

free of stress, as in section 3.

r=a A/z:

(ri)

(5.9)

are

0-r = .x%-.29

In non-dimensional form, (5.9) becomes

y=+I. Sr = Se. = SP = 0

Of course, conditions (5.4) must be so restricted that with

(5.5) and (5.9) the entire shell is in static equilibrium.

Using (5.1) and (5.6) we write given stress resultants and

moments at z = 0 as follows.

(S:10)
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(I4 =f d =- L Tf(I+ 1+y)dy

la

14, (-za) d)e = aaz, / (ityPy

-t A/

a + kz.

We now replace *~~, F and s by statically equivalent

stresses in order to simplify the variational procedure to follow.

As in the axially symmetric problem the replacement is justi-

fied on the grounds that all statically equivalent end loadings

have the same effect on the interior solution outside of the St.

Venant boundary layer. Thus, we replace conditions (5.7) at = 0

by

j=0 Si= $, Sr =S4, Sol S(-)
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where

+

- I I+OAJ

+-a 6

Substitution of ^S for z , etc.,in (.5.11) shows the two end

loadings are indeed statically equivalent.

With end conditions given by

a position to specify

by taking quantities

0-'

(5.12) and

. Consider the

in (5.13) as

(5.13) we are in

five problems defined

follows.

9ivet?,

(21) hi,

(i v) IV,

(v) MO9,

giVen,

9i ve 2,

given,

9iyen,

A 1 I R

Srz

Se,
I= *

I
1+~5y

(s-13)

3 J,
Z 04af

M(b)
r 47 ej

= /4,9 =0

=0

=0

(.14)

N,(a) M, )

=M,

= M2 = Q3
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The solution for arbitrary N, MF, etc., can be found byzz

superposition of solutions to these five problems. In order

that sz' rz and s z be 0(1) we define for each

of the problems as follows.

Z ~3z ) (i V) 0r0 m IV3

(v) aO' = 2.8 *

Thus, (5.13) can be written as

Sea 1 +3

Sol z +) 

where



(ii) 77 =

Mii (=)

(iv) :i~

77 2

(917)

777Z = m79 0

6. Love's boundary conditions. In conventional shell

theory it is found that the solution can not, in general, take

on the values of all five given stress resultants and couples

defined by (5.11). The order of the system of differential equa-

tions allows one to specify only four conditions and these are

usually taken as those given by Love ([1], page 537). In terms

of the quantitites used in this paper Love's boundary conditions

at z = 0 are

rl
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NA = 7- , , = M (6.

N_ += + Mfl*Mai .at

In conditions (6.2) and (6.3) forces and moments are com-

bined into statically equivalent forces along the edge. In

particular, the combination in (6.3) corresponds to the re-

sultant shearing force in the Kirchhoff conditions for a flat

plate.

In view of the fact that the relevant macroscopic differ-

ential equations for each approximation are the conventional

Donnell equations, we expect that appropriate boundary conditions

for these equations can be obtained from Love's conditions by

order of magnitude considerations. Non-dimensionalizing by use

of (5.2) we obtain



f = 0: Al 0 + ZA, +-...

No +o2 +4, 9-. +.

No+ }\[M. 11 + M,v +..

= a

(6,4)

= 0, a *13/

QLO + MaO i

If one considers the problem as split into the five

defined by (5.14) and assigns r by (5.15), then it seems

appropriate to assign boundary conditions to each approximation

as follows.

, M,,=0 W,

(6S-)

?=O: k( =oO : = M10

Q.2+0 Moo

(6.6)

k= A: )= 0 A,/k=i + ,/V1Mo= iMZ

+ bM = 0

= ?pJ7

= I. +

+ 2a MIP ---
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P1: ag = 0, Mak= 0, MV +'Msk- = 0

Qzk +; M6ik = (6.7)

Boundary conditions at =4V , if the shell is to be stress

free there, are the same as (6.5), (6.6) and (6.7) with right

sides zero.

Note that the third boundary condition of (6.5) for the

first approximation is somewhat simpler than the corresponding

condition given by Love, (6.2), in that the bending moment

terms are omitted. We conclude that order of magnitude considera-

tions allow us to replace (6.2) with

for use with the conventional Donnell equations (4.1).

Let us now see by use of the variational principle how

(6.5), (6.6) and (6.7) follow from the assumed conditions

(5.8), (5.10) and (5.12).

7. Application of variational principle. We note that

the boundary conditions (6.5)-(6.7), which we seek to verify,

...........
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do not explicitly involve the elastic parameters. This is

fitting since they represent the conditions for static equi-

librium of forces and moments at the edge. This leads us to

assume that the end conditions to be derived now will not

depend explicitly on the elastic parameters when they are written

in terms of stress resultants and couples. A chedk of Chapter I

shows that this assumption is indeed true in the axially symmetric

problem.

Therefore, in the interest of simplifying the calculations

to follow, let us find boundary conditions for a material with

no transverse deformation and with -) = 0.

= =0 (7.1)

Although the governing equations of section 3 can not with

(7.1) be verified in their entirety, we expect to obtain boundary

conditions in the form (6.5)-(6.7), which we* then assume hold

for arbitrary values of the elastic parameters.

With (7.1), the expression to be varied takes the following

form.
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zr V a+ kz.

f7+ Up + 4 9 +

+ [-;' "*+ - 2'j-,j 2 [r Z-ju z ~2 ra jC/

+f7 [^ u *r 4 + ?/#jvk-drd
0 a- A4,

( z )

It can be shown by the usual methods of the variational calcu-

lus that for (7.2) to take on a stationary value it is necessary

for differential equations (1.1) and (1.2) to be satisfied. In

addition, the following natural boundary conditions are obtained.

r= ?.t A/z

26N (7.3)

A

V' - = 20? z = 2 0 = 0
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Let us write (7.2) in non-dimensional form and assume end

stresses in the form (5.17).

20 vf x fr~
10iI./Ia

r vr
~a,#se

+S *2

27T

s]

+4f -2 +f I

+ I+1 R

(1 ,J) df djd

n2f~frn2 )

i ) =]5,,) v dd+

We next expand s and v in powers of ?

write I as a power series in N .

as in (2.1) and

z a
r= ~~'O~d5 fr +;2 1, +..,

+ T 1j
r.)V + V'] S'

VlSa'

* E

(74)

f (I.s-)

fp

IV+5T42

[kS62

'. + -1 ('-'P.2) T V,

%_, + 3

4- 2v[at



are given by

alfp~r
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ra4) 0
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.ei
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and I
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We assume that so, v0, a and v in (7.6) and (7.7) are

given by (2.4 ), (2.5) and (2.7) with elastic parameters taking

on the values (7.1). We have not satisfied identically any

boundary conditions, but differential equations (2.2) and (2.3)

are satisfied identically. The variational method will be used

to obtain boundary conditions approximating (7.3) to the

same order in X as systems (1.1) and (1.2) are approximated.

Making use of (2.4), (2.5) and (2.7) we can write (7.6)

and (7.7) more simply as follows.

Ir dv I

A" - [(2 Voo + V j 2- + t) V4 + 6) VJTO

JOAO 2VO4 df 4NO
Ir

V
3

+f 771 +

+(T Iaz 'P~ 7no') v.] 9 (z ?)

+ Vr 4* Vro)
Vie I d VZO

4+ 4 z

r)2+ (V")Go* _L_ r)
+
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7712 77z Vf 42P r

zg+fRa)e f$ (7-9)

Then, upon substitution from (2.4), (2.5) and (2.7) and per-

formance of the integration with respect to f , (7.8) and

(7.9) take the following formwhere we use the comma notation

to denote partial differentiation.

27r

.r0 f' f fVD~#4~Vo)+~(Vr zz +(V0 2

(V (iVo

two
+ ~ Via 2 - e P+ 9, VAO -9 RoTrr. o 7



T~Vl

J 7 2 V I+ Ve) (t ,I )#+ tVo)

PO; 3 r 4 3r +kIo 

- i (T/-O,,# -146)]

8. First Approximation. As a first approximation to

SI = 0 we take 6I- 0. The variation of (7.10) becomes

integration by parts

upon

Note that when integrating by parts with respect to }, the
integrated expression vanishes because Df the periodicity of
the solution in the angular direction-.

3 V,%

jvL v

Veo~Nf dt d#

(. LI)

X #z3ye I, Oz ,'0'

Ve +59 a F

+ -t VpI, Vro, to + ' VpI, Vpgp3 3

+ + 0)(VOO) vovi
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SIO=/'f~ia, 2-Io) +dA2V]'o

-2(Vpo)#L+V 0 #) +Tz + V.]

+(y y , 0 7-

2 Ir

15"

~9~o

As Euler equations we obtain

+Vo,.

I 0, 46

VZ07

62- e,

I-, V *o4 L. + = 0

(Sz)

+ Ve v

-1

V'Ico I df do

izviv)t '710

T r + 77PO e ap

1-"eg Yv

+ V490, 0

-[2- V. 07 + q
7.

F19) VY41 41z) VrOor
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which agree with equations (3.4), (3.5) and (3.8) when (7.1)

is taken into account. Note that, similar to the axially

symmetric problem, the variational method does not determine

Srmol S90  or Sro and in this respect leaves Srzo' 8roo'

and sr incompletely determined.

Natural boundary conditions are given by

eo h I/i Vrod. +

('.3)

r=

Boundary conditions at 09~ are the same as (8.3) with

zero right sides.

9. Second approximation. We assume 8I = 0 is approximated

by

S(Io + 'i) = 0 (9.i)

and are led by the same reasoning as in Chapter I to consider

the variational equation
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0

in which all quantities are to be varied independently. After

integration by parts the variation of (7.11) becomes

,,Cr d2Lro~r

-z5v~07~~z. +~ (v.9 7. 4Vo

-2{ I (V,,, I + + j4,+.z +VrO,0], V,

+Z[ + d2 4,.z ~~

~2[ 1, p.j(V I94; ,4x)-- ,pieOT"

(9.2)

EllT

..,)] S V
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Pz 44 T7 ,+ (V , 4V)~ zro 7 z 0 0 J dV #

3

j VOO)

2 4
r f 0 Z

+Vo, f0+3 7zc, -- , -I V,,ge9V,

(9.3)

Three of the Euler equations indicated by (9.3) reproduce

(8.2). Using the first equation of (8.2) to simplify one of the

remaining three, we obtain

+r
rA"

09002
v"

T") g V"

vro-7 t 0 a. + qz- +

Vee,p k

2[V

vro'e

*" 9 v

60=,.( , -V1$ 0t5 p .9 , s

2 7r

+
0
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.IL f74 #- , +L V , z D

V &1,'7# Z0 f l,,2 VIIV 9  (9.4)

4Az VI + T,, + Va I~O 6;e
Vra l~ ~ t,pZt#e, f3To

Equations (3.15), (3.16) and (3-17) reduce to (9.4) under

assumption (7.1). The variational method still says nothing

about the functions SrOi, S 0 , etc. However, this is now

due to the fact that we neglect transverse shear and normal

deformation. Presumably, if (7.1) were not assumed, we would

obtain expressions in (3.7) for Srzo and Sro at this

approximation, in analogy to the results of Chapter I.

Four of the natural boundary conditions of (9.3) duplicate

(8.3). The other four at f = 0 are as follows,

5Vo: 2 V ip o ,z = 0

(9.s)

gyp&: vqj +VII)4 VkpO.*

SW07~, -4 l' r#t, 1Z +47o
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Conditions at = W are the same as (9.5) with right sides

all zero.

10. End conditions in terms of strdss resultants.and couples.

We relate macroscopic displacement functions to stress resultants

and couples by substituting from (2.4),

expressions

(2.5) and (2.7) into

(5.3) and performing the indicated integrations.

vec ,# +v) V2 ,

+ r,)

Q 1O = 2 S' , +4 A Vo,

eio = (I--)(Vo, t
+ %ZO)

Ale~o =-

Al10

= z

J

= 2-z)(

(I&./)
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A41
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+ 2I- Sr

3JVroyt

-(1+22/- /)zZ

~5 ( 1.-,v 1 9 70fi

-(d +,) 12 w

3 I -V Lz

+(I + V" -2I 3/r- + 2
+ ( V)-2 60

3 (V-107 y4

-+ (rjpmf )
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'-V e ,

+-2 4r.-/
3 1- V/ 160-A)

-~ 14,z ,./+ 1

11+1 g +I

3 (I-V) $rRo,. 4~ 30(1-V) AIz v)

am -f No, 401- -3 (1-o7t/ z

2
3

Al,
( 10.2)

- r 3

J
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VZ',O, t-S
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/vei, = (i-)(V o -i- + ,,,) +[- (- +4 -* ),j, j,/,

-y

+j4-y- (3+J)2TjV,,.L#

(-v)Tr,,V,

y,

Vro# z ( I-v)V,

Under assumption (7.1) formulas (10.1) and (10.2)

, Mao = -A We

Q o- 4XWo,

=~+ v

(00.2)

J

'VO

become

00-3)

+ (2 I,, P

= 2 Vo, t
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-2

~~ #'WI

vy,, 9

2.,

~3 Voto

&1=,< +Vzj 3 V , 4

2
1 3

With (10.3) and (10.4) end conditions

can be written as

IVz 0

, +M

(8.3) and (9.5)

Nz,

klI

Q3I ~pz (10.4)

at = 0

9+

i= %+ d4''

= z vz,

-3 Z 0 - - .IV

1 v
3 9,0, tvel 10 f, 0

= 77Z
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N+, M+ 0  = =1.6

Q *1 OZ 4 0

Results (10.5) and (10.6) confirm end conditions (6.5)

and (6.6) obtained by non-dimensionalizing Love's boundary

conditions under assumption (7.1). As said before we assume

that (10.5) and (10.6) also hold when the stress resultant

and couple functions are given by (10.1) and (10.2)

It seems reasonable that the higher end conditions (6.7)

are also perfectly valid.

11. Concluding remarks.

(a) The present approach of expansion in powers of ?

offers a systematic means of taking transverse effects into

account in the interior solution by a succession of approximations.

(b) The order of the systems of the higher approximations

remains the same as that of the first approximation. In fact, the

higher order systems are of the same form as the lowest order

system with additional inhomogeneous terms.
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(c) The boundary conditions for the interior solution

involve only conventional stress resultant and couples. Higher

moments do not arise. When only conventional end conditions

are specified in a problem, this is a necessary requirement

of any theory.

The above points show the advantage of the present theory

over theories of the type given in [2], [5] and [6] when only

the interior solution away from the St. Venant boundary layer

is desired. On the other hand

(a) A theory of the type developed in [2], [51 and [6] can

satisfy the five physically desirable end conditions and hence may

furnish a more accurate solution at the edge. In problems where

the exact edge stresses are known, such as at a free edge, the

higher end moments of these theories are known so that systems

of any degree of approximation can be used. In such problems

the interior solution is to be corrected in the St. Venant layer by

an excess solution. Which of these two approaches is best under

what conditions is open to question.

(b) It remains to be seen if the approach of this paper

or something like it can be developed with the generality present

in the theories of [2], [5] and [6].
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